Are you a wholesaler or flowers
Importer at your conuntry?
WE HAVE EXACTLY THE FLOWERS
YOU ARE SEARCHING,

THE BEST HYDRANGEAS
YOU HAVE EVER SEEN

From Nature
to Your Hands

WELCOME TO EXPRESS FARM
Express Farm is a Hydrangeas grower, located in Carmen de Viboral
Colombia, just 20 minutes from the International airport. Our main
strength is our technical and human staff, with more than 15 years of
experience in the production process of different varieties of
hydrangeas.
Our goal is provide you fresh flowers with a longer vase life deliverying
on time and guarantee the availability and consistence all year round.
We are pleased to introduce our company and share with you our
knowledge, experience and service growing hydrangeas, more than
flowers we would like to express feelings in each stem that you get
from us.

WE HAVE ABLE A
COMPLETE LINE OF
HYDRANGEAS:
Minis: minigreen and minimojito
Select hydrangeas: white , blue, Emerald,
Varigaded, lime green, shocking and purple.
Premium hydrangeas: available on white,blue,
purple, lavander, shocking , lime green,
Emerald,Varigaded.
Jumbos: white, blue, white pink and purple,
lemmon.
Antiques: Antique Green, Antique emerald,
Antique lemon, Antique Blue.
Tinted : spray and absortion tecnique in the
colors you want, pink, purple, lavander, peach,
copper, etc

REASONS TO CHOOSE
EXPRESS FARM
We have high quality standards that let the
productive process would be more succesful.
legally constituted company that pay all the
taxes of the country in addition to having a
whole staff with all the welfare and payment
of social benefits
Express Farm guarantee availability and
consistence production, thanks to our 33
hectares to provide our customers the best
fresh hydrangeas in the market.
We have the best trained and effective
employees that add value to our processes
Our sales managers team of highly trained
are always at your disposal. If you have any
special requirement or in case you need
immediate attention we are online as well.
We guarantee our cool chain until
airport.
Availability all year round
varieties (white, blue, mini )

the

in the main

All dyed colors able, with a special tint that
look as natural

IN OUR PROCESSES WE HAVE
HUGE CHANGES THAT MAKE US
DIFFERENTS:
We have over wheels operations, in
this way can approach our installed
capacity making the double of our
space which is 1500m2 to
3000m2
we changed to Plastic baskets with
holes that allow air to circulate,
minimize the flower damage and
removing any bacteria.
Iron tutored to preserve and keep
the
environment
We have big coolers able for the
storage, 2 precoolers , 3 own trucks
We can offer you not just natural
colors, we are very strong in the tint
process.
We work with companies
specialized in the process
standardization and quality
improvement they are giving us
technical assitence in posharvest.
CONTACT US:
+57 300 883 7280
USA 305 707 9061
sales1@expressfarmsas.com

FOLLOW US

PROCESS

1.SEED TIME: Our
unique land and the
magical weather are the
perfect combination to
guarantee the highest
quality hydrangeas.

3.QUALITY CONTROL:
we keep all the quality
details. Following all the
specifications and
requirements our
customers make us.

2. CUTTING FLOWERS:
our people make their
best cutting flowers; we
always think in your
needings according all
the quality parameters.

4. HYDRATION & MAKE UP:
our flowers are hydrated
with the best solutions in
this way we can assure to
our customers longer base
life flowers.

5. ENLISTMENT &
CLASSIFICATION: We make a
carefully selection hydrangeas,
with the same head size, tone,
measure, long stem, clean
foliage .

6. BOUQUETS AND CB
PRODUCTION: our ladies incharge
of this step many of them are
mothers householders, they care
each detail to make a beauty job in
the bunches.

7. PACKING AREA: Our boxes
made in craft material care the
environment, the flowers pack is
flexible; if the customers want a
special packing, mixed colors, or
any position into the box we can
make it.

8. COOLING AND STORAGE AREA:
we have 2 coolers with enough
space to keep all the boxes we
have for each shipment in this way
we can guarantee the according
temperature before we delivery at
the airport.

9. SHIPMENT: our own 3 trucks help
to make an eficient job deliverying to
the airport on time and keeping the
temperature.

QUALITY PARAMETERS
MINI GRADE
COLORS: MINI GREEN, MINIMOHITO.
HEAD SIZE: 10CM
LONG STEM: 60 CM
PACK PER BOX: 50/60
BOX SIZE
SMALL QB:12*24*106 (CM)
BIG QB:13*31,5*105 (cm

SELECT GRADE
COLORS: WHITE, PURPLE, EMERALD,
VARIGADABLUE, LIMEGREEN,
PURPLE, SHOCKING BLUE.
HEAD SIZE: 16CMS
LONG STEAM: 60 CMS
PACK PER BOX: 30/40
BOX SIZE
SMALL QB:12*24*106 (CM)
BIG QB:13*31,5*105 (CM)

LARGE GRADE
COLORS: WHITE, BLUE, EMERALD, PURPLE,
SHOCKING BLUE, LIMEGREEN
HEAD SIZE: 19CMS
LONG STEAM: 60 CMS
PACK PER BOX: 25/30
BOX SIZE
SMALL QB:12*24*106 (CM)
BIG QB:13*31,5*105 (CM)

JUMBO GRADE
COLORS: WHITE, BLUE, ANTIQUE
HEAD SIZE: 23+ CM
LONG STEM: 60 cms
PACK PER BOX: 15/20
BOX SIZE
SMALL QB:12*24*106 (cm)
BIG QB:13*31,5*105 (CM))

CHOOSE FROM A WIDE RANGE OF COLORS.

"JUST AS THE SUN
COLORS FLOWERS,
ART COLORS LIFE"
Choose the color define your
personality,describe your life and
make your days happy.

You will always have an
expert to advise you

Contact us now!
+57 300 883 7280
USA Phone: 305 707 9061

"We put our heart in the
process to charm all our
customers with the best
fresh flowers in this
beautiful land. Each stem
we grow reflect the passion
for our job, our only wish is
transmit happiness to all
the places that will
decorate with their colors"

From Nature

to Your Hands

VEREDA SAMARIA, EL CARMEN DE VIBORAL
ANTIOQUIA, COLOMBIA.

SALES1@EXPRESSFARMSAS.COM
+57 (4) 543 2600 |+ 57 300 883 7280

FOLLOW US:

